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Looking good

The S&P 500 is at levels not seen since before Lehman Brothers collapsed and while profit taking is

sure to emerge from time to time, I think stocks are looking good for the long-term, as I explain in

today's report.

Also in the Switzer Super Report, George Boubouras names a quality defensive infrastructure stock

that pays dividends, while Paul Rickard answers whether you should buy the new fixed-income ETFs.

We also have our chart of the week and broker wrap of stock recommendations, and we look into why

it's so important to establish a legal personal representative now to take over your trusteeship when

you pass away. Have an enjoyable read.

Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Stocks are still looking good

by Peter Switzer

The Dow couldn’t manage eight days in a row in

positive territory, but even though it fell on Friday, it

only lost 20 points and ended way above the once

troublesome 13,000-level at 13,232.62. The S&P 500

was just positive at 1,404.17, eclipsing a level not seen

since June 2008 before the Lehman Brothers

collapse.

I hate to quote Kath from the TV series Kath and

Kim, but “I do feel it in ‘me’ waters” that stocks will

keep heading up this year, despite some obvious

needs for sell-offs.

Support for stocks

The S&P is up 11.65% this year alone and the Nasdaq

has put on 17.28% and so there’s gotta be some days

when sellers outnumber buyers, but the buyers will be

buying the dips and that will help stocks over 2012.

And our stocks should be helped by at least one

interest rate cut in the coming months, but I would

love to see two given the weakness I’m seeing for both

business and consumer confidence. Also, US

strategists think the US dollar is ready to head higher.

“We do think this is a time for the dollar. We think it

will last through the first half of the year,” Robert

Sinche, head of global currency strategy at RBS told

CNBC.

And this would be a nice fillip to our stocks, which

have lagged behind the US market with our

S&P/ASX200 up only 5.4%. This ordinarily would be

a great two-and-a-half-month gain, but we have been

miles behind Wall Street since last October and 9

March 2009. The S&P 500 is up over 100% since the

2009-low, but importantly, the S&P500 is now

trading on a price to earnings ratio (P/E) of

14.5-times – the highest since July last year – but it is

still below the 16.4-times average reading of the last

50 years.

Banks improving

I also like it that financials in the US are making a

comeback with the sector up over 20% for the

year-to-date and that’s the best performer on the US

market. The weakness of US banks has been a big

cloud over Wall Street and this revival is helping our

bank shares as well as the index, which our banks

dominate.

The recent US bank stress tests have been a plus for

optimists hoping that Wall Street will go higher and

help our stocks.

Good data

Meanwhile, US economic data remains good with the

Empire Manufacturing Survey for the state of New

York improving to 20.2 in March from 19.5 in

February and this was above the experts guess of 15!

And there was good news from the European Union

(EU), where retailers seem to be stronger than

expected across the continent after department store

chain, H&M, reported better than expected sales

figures for February.

Meanwhile, industrial stocks were firmer in Germany

after chemical maker K&S (+7.2%) issued bullish

guidance for 2012. This adds to claims that the EU

recession will be milder than the doomsday

merchants were all predicting before Christmas.

I know Europe is the challenge out there, but if they

prove to be less of a worry than we fear then this

current broad-based rally on Wall Street could gain a

hell of lot more with cautious investors and fund

managers starting a stampede to play catch up.
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This looks like a good time for the long-term investor

who has maintained the faith – even if we still get

some hairy moments this year.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Should your SMSF buy the new fixed-income ETFs?

by Paul Rickard

As with most new products, there is a lot of hype

about fixed-income exchange-traded funds (ETFs).

While not new globally, the ASX has made some

listing rule changes and hence the first Australian

fixed-income ETFs have just been launched. I am not

a buyer and here is why.

First to the products. Blackrock Investment

Management (under the iShares banner) and Russell

Investments have launched six index based (passive)

fixed income ETFs. Key details are:

Key questions

With passive fixed income ETFs, the key questions

are:

What type of index does it track?

What component bonds comprise that index?

What are the management fees (MER)?

What is the tracking error?

How liquid is it?

Management fees are pretty much the same, tracking

error we will find out over time and although liquidity

is yet to be demonstrated, on track record you would

expect iShares to be stronger. As an aside, the

bid/offer spread on the ASX for the Russell Fixed

Income ETFs was $0.25, which on an approximate

unit price of $20 is 1.25%, compared with $0.10 for

iShares, which on a price of $100 is 0.10%. Some

difference!

Now to the index. The iShares Composite ETF tracks

the UBS Composite Bond Index and probably gives

the broadest exposure to the Australian fixed-interest

market. It is weighted approximately 35%

Government Bonds, 31% Semi-Government Bonds

(issuers such as the NSW Treasury Corporation), 18%

Supranational (issuers like the World Bank who issue

Australian dollar bonds) and the remainder in bank

and corporate bonds. It covers all maturities.

On the other hand, the iShares Treasury ETF tracks

the UBS Treasury Index. This is a sub-index of the

UBS Composite Bond Index, and comprises

government bonds only. Given that so much of the

composite bond is weighted towards government and

semi-government bonds, and the lower yield on

government bonds, go no further with the iShares

Treasury ETF.

Russell’s ETFs, which are currently tiny in size, track

respectively Government Bonds, Semi-Government

Bonds and Corporate Bonds. The former are tracking

indices from Deustche Bank weighted towards bonds

with long dated maturities (five to 10 years), while the

Corporate Bond is tracking shorter dated maturities.

For yield, the Corporate Bond ETF might be of

interest; however, the index only currently includes

bonds issued by the four major banks and is too

narrowly based.

Which is best?

So, it is a pass on all the Russell fixed-income ETFs.

The iShares Composite should fit the bill for an SMSF

looking for a passive fixed-income investment, and

the iShares Government Inflation ETF, which tracks

inflation indexed bonds, could have a role for an

SMSF portfolio in the pension phase. However, there
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just aren’t that many government inflation indexed

bonds on issue and the EFT may struggle to attract

critical mass.

That said, I am not a buyer at the moment of any

fixed-income ETFs.

Low yields

Why not? Interest rates on government bonds are at

multi-decade lows or near lows, and I just can’t get

excited about an average yield to maturity of 4.47%.

Let’s go back to the iShares Composite Bond ETF, my

preferred fixed income ETF. As almost two-thirds of

the index tracks government and semi-government

bonds and the yield on a 10-year government treasury

bond is a fraction over 4%, it is not surprising that the

current yield to maturity for the EFT is only 4.47%.

While it has a higher running yield of 5.65% (due to

most government bonds being issued some years ago

with higher coupons), it is the yield to maturity that

counts.

I am not in the school that says the “world is about to

end”, and over the medium term, I expect long-term

bond rates to go higher. If my scenario proves to be

correct, investors in these ETFs face the prospect of

(on paper) capital losses.

If I am wrong, I think you can still do better

elsewhere.

Other options

It is hard to go pass five-year term deposits at 6.5%,

on offer currently by both Macquarie Bank and

RaboDirect. And, deposits of up to $250,000 (per

investor per financial institution) are government

guaranteed!

There are also good alternatives with managed

(active) fixed-interest funds. The debate between

passive (or index) management and active

management is always interesting, and perhaps

because in my youth I was a fixed-income trader, I

take a slightly different view when it comes to

fixed-income than with equities. More on this another

day.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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A quality defensive infrastructure stock buy

by George Boubouras

Defensive exposure to quality equities is a key part of

all portfolios. Most investors understand the need to

diversify their portfolio in a self-managed super fund

(SMSF). Cash, bonds and A-REITs are traditional

defensive asset classes and have proven this once

again in 2011.

Defensives lower the volatility of balanced portfolios.

Within a domestic equity portfolio there are also

defensive sectors that are important in constructing a

portfolio. Ultimately, investing in equities is all about

the discipline of investing in both cyclical and

defensive stocks. An investor needs exposure to a

business that has good prospects of earnings growth

and can pay a good quality dividend along the way.

Transurban Group is one of these stocks, quality and

defensive.

Why I like Transurban

Transurban is a high quality infrastructure asset with

predictable cash flows through an economic cycle –

and that is important. The company is involved in the

operation of the Melbourne City Link and both the

Lane Cove Tunnel and the Hills Motorway M2 toll

roads in Sydney. It also has large or majority stakes in

three other road tolls in Sydney (the Eastern

Distributor, WestLink M7 and the M5 Motorway) plus

toll road ownership in Virginia in the United States.

Transurban is also involved in developing and

operating electronic toll systems.

Transurban is a core part of UBS Wealth

Management’s recommended equity portfolio as the

predictable cash flows makes this stock a quality

defensive exposure. Over the last 12 months,

Transurban shares have risen around 12.5% and have

significantly outperformed the broader ASX200

(which is still negative on a one-year basis).

Pays dividends

Transurban also achieved the role of a defensive

during the 2011 European Credit Crunch, a period of

excess volatility. While the projected full-year 2013

dividend yield of 5.75% is not as high versus some

other opportunities in the market, it remains a very

high quality predictable dividend.

The outgoing CEO, Chris Lynch, has done a brilliant

job over the past four-and-a-half years. He was one of

the first to understand a new investment horizon post

the GFC, that is, funding costs will remain high and

that dividends need to be paid via operating cash

flow. Further, the yield is well above the cash rate and

the 10-year bond rate. Consistent double-digit

dividend yields are a very unreasonable expectation.

Transurban assets also benefit because the Australian

labour market is effectively tight meaning Australia’s

low unemployment rate versus other developed

economies is a positive for this type of asset. This is

important to users of toll roads because they all need

to get to work. Also, the peak hour of the various toll

roads has now extended to a three-hour period in

both the morning and afternoon.

So long as Transurban meets its interest liabilities,

keeps costs low and continues to create dividend per
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share growth going forward, investors will continue to

hold and accumulate this stock. In addition, there has

been plenty of potential merger and acquisition

activity by global pension funds who are also fans of

these long-term stable cashflows. In short, it ticks so

many boxes for so many investors.

George Boubouras, Head of Investment Strategy &

Consulting, UBS Wealth Management.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Chart of the week: it’s good enough for Superman

by Lance Lai

In my first chart last week, I chose a ‘Steady as she

goes’ stock in Spark Infrastructure (SKI). I said its

gains weren’t expected to be ‘Herculean’, but in this

time frame of a week, they have – a whopping 5.5% in

a week! For a boring old infrastructure stock, piping

electricity around, this is sexy in terms of gains.

So being last week’s hero (and I hope I don’t go to

zero this week), I’m going to kick back a bit, and give

you more of the same. Steady as she goes boring. Not

to ‘jinx’ myself, I’m going to say again, this stock is

not going to give you ‘Herculean gains’. (For those of

you who know me, I’m always going to try to time

things, I can’t help myself.)

Envestra Ltd (ENV) – 80 cents Friday Close 16

March 2012

Envestra is Australia’s largest distributor of natural

gas. It is a Utility in the Utilities Sector. Its main

assets are regulated gas distribution networks in

Victoria, South Australia and Queensland. It also

owns small gas networks and pipelines in New South

Wales and the Northern Territory. Domestic and

small industrial customers account for 90% of

revenue, and have relatively stable consumption

patterns. It is regulated by the Australian Energy

Regulator.

Why I like the chart

1. Price action is still above the yellow line (the

200-day moving average).

2. The support line at 76 cents has held.

3. The stock yields 7.25%.

4. The 200-day moving average (yellow line) is

still pointing up.

5. The momentum is positive, such that the

stock should break out above 80-cent

resistance in the near term. This will open the

stock up to another higher level of 84 cents

and then 88 cents.

6. The company has a market capitalisation of

$1.2 billion.

7. Lastly, an important consideration isn’t on

the chart, but on the company register.

Cheung Kong Infrastructure Holdings owns

19.5% of the company.

Cheung Kong means long river in Chinese, and rivers

are important and lucky as they sustain the cities on

its shores. Cheung Kong is owned by Li Ka Shing of

Hong Kong, the richest person of Asian descent in the

world and the 9th richest person in the world with an

estimated net worth of US$25.5 billion tTo put that in

perspective, Gina Rinehart is estimated at $10.3

billion). Li’s personal story is just as impressive as his

wealth. Born into the time of Japanese occupation of

China in the 1930’s and growing up in war torn

nation, he started life as a humble biro salesman.

Today, his companies make up 15% of the Hong Kong

Stock Exchange by market cap. Hong Kong is the 6th

largest exchange in the world with a market cap of

US$2,258 billion, while Australia at number nine at

$1,198 billion.

Mr Li, or Superman, as he is affectionately known,

has been developing his holdings in infrastructure

assets globally for some time now. Envestra is one of
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his forays down under. If it’s good enough for

Superman, its good enough for me.

What I don’t like

1. The stock price is 14% above its 200-day

moving average. This means it is susceptible

to a pull-back in price as the stock has

already run up quite strongly.

2. A stock that is regulated by a regulator as this

one is, can be a bad thing. Shareholder

interests and regulator interests are not

aligned.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The broker wrap: nine upgrades in the past week

by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

Changes to stockbroker recommendations in

the past week

Recommendations have bucked the trend in recent

days, with stock upgrades finally outnumbering

downgrades.

Changes to broker stock ratings have slowed down

significantly following profit season, with the eight

brokers in the FNArena database delivering just six

downgrades and nine upgrades over the past week.

Total Buy recommendations now stand at 51.83%.

Upgrades

Airline stocks feature among the upgrades, with

Macquarie lifting its ratings on both Air New

Zealand (AIZ) and Qantas (QAN) to Buy. The

former was an upgrade from Sell and the latter from

Neutral, the changes stemming from adjustments to

foreign exchange assumptions that boosted earnings

estimates and price targets.

Building material stocks also featured, with Credit

Suisse upgrading both Boral (BLD) and James

Hardie (JHX) to Buy. For Boral the broker is

attracted to cyclical leverage and has lifted estimates

and price target, while for James Hardie the

attractions include additional capital management

initiatives, strong free cash flow and a net cash

position.

Elsewhere, Macquarie has upgraded Dexus (DXS)

to Buy given recent share price weakness, while Citi

has lifted its rating on FKP Property (FKP) to

Neutral for similar reasons as the stock has lost more

than 19% over the past month.

Deutsche Bank sees enough value in Tatts Group

(TTS) to upgrade its rating to Buy. Along with a

positive valuation, Deutsche sees potential for some

upside from the recent Tote Tasmania and Lottery

acquisitions.

For United Group (UGL), Credit Suisse has turned

more positive following increases to earnings

estimates across the Engineering and Construction

sector. An improved earnings outlook is enough for

the broker to lift United to its top pick in the sector.

Citi has reviewed the supermarket plays and lifted 

Woolworths (WOW) to Buy as a result. Scale

benefits relative to Coles should provide Woolworths

with an ongoing advantage in the broker’s view.

Downgrades

Among the downgrades, Macquarie has moved to a

Neutral recommendation on Ampella Mining

(AMX) citing valuation grounds, this given a cut to

forecasts from factoring in revised foreign exchange

and commodity price assumptions.

Similarly, Macquarie has cut St Barbara (SBM) to

Sell following revisions to its model assumptions. The

downgrade has been supported by a cut to the

broker’s price target.
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Beach Energy (BPT) has more risks associated

with the Nappamerri shale project than the market is

pricing in according to BA Merrill Lynch. These risks

include costs, competition and technology and see

BA-ML’s rating downgraded to Sell.

BA-ML has also downgraded Carsales.com (CRZ)

to Neutral, largely due to valuation issues given recent

share price strength. As well, the broker has some

minor concerns about the recent Torpedo7

investment as it is outside the traditional focus on

classifieds businesses.

Relative valuation has prompted JP Morgan to

downgrade Centro Retail (CRF) to Neutral

following its 9% outperformance since last December.

Value is also the catalyst for Macquarie’s downgrade

of Qube Logistics (QUB) to Sell, as on the broker’s

numbers the stock is trading at twice the earnings

multiple of the small cap index at present.

Changes to earnings forecasts (EF)

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers

on a daily basis. The eight are: BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi,

Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie,

RBS and UBS.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Who will replace you as trustee when you die?

by Tony Negline

When a self-managed super fund (SMSF) member

dies, most trust deeds deem that their SMSF

trusteeship ceases. This is designed to ensure that the

removal of the deceased trustee from the fund won’t

complicate its management.

But who replaces the deceased in order to fulfil the

trustee’s duties?

Appointing a representative

A replacement trustee is needed to make decisions

about the distributions of the deceased member’s

death benefit. As a result, it’s very important that you

carefully select this person. A replacement trustee is

also vital when there is no binding death benefit

nomination (BDBN) in place or if the BDBN can be

challenged.

The super laws say that the deceased’s legal personal

representative (LPR) can be appointed to act as

trustee. Under these super laws, the LPR must be

appointed within six months of death or the death

benefit has to be paid out.

The super laws don’t provide a mechanism for the

replacement trustee’s appointment, so this has to

occur in accordance with your fund’s governing rules.

Individual trustees

Many SMSF trust deeds say that if the fund has

individual trustees, its members will be given the

power to appoint the replacement trustee. As the

members have the right to appoint trustees, the right

of the deceased member to appoint a trustee will vest

in their LPR (who represents the deceased’s

member’s interests) and any remaining members.

It is possible to have your trust deed written so that it

automatically appoints your LPR as the replacement

trustee upon your death.

Corporate trustees

What about an SMSF with directors of a corporate

trustee? In this instance, the corporate trustee, or

company, remains intact and the representative is

likely to be influenced by the shareholding of the

corporate trustee, the constitution of that corporation

and the governing rules of the fund.

If the deceased member held shares in the corporate

trustee, then those shares will form part of the

deceased member’s estate and may be passed down in

their will. (The rights of appointment will also be

passed down with the change in ownership of those

shares.)

Three potential problems

So far, so good, and all this seems fairly

straightforward. But there are three potential

problems that can arise with both individual and

corporate trustees:

There is no LPR for a period of time after

death.

The LPR is not a member of the fund and

therefore has no vote in the appointment of a

replacement trustee.

The LPR may be out-voted by the other

existing trustees.

When these problems arise, the existing trustees or

directors may be left to distribute the deceased’s

death benefits and in some cases, they may choose

not to act in accordance with the deceased’s wishes.

Who can be an LPR?

The super laws say it’s the executor of the will or
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administrator of the estate of a deceased person.

These appointments must be made by the courts

because a judge has to decide if the document

presented is valid. This is especially important when

two or more documents are found.

Example

Let’s consider the following example. Jeff is the sole

member and sole director of his SMSF’s corporate

trustee. He hasn’t completed a binding death benefit

nomination.

Jeff has been married for two years to Jenn and they

have a new baby. He also has three young adult

children from his former marriage. Jeff’s current Will

has appointed his wife, Jenn, as executor and his son

from his previous marriage, Sam, as reserve executor

who’ll act if Jenn is unable or unwilling to act.

Jeff and Jenn are injured in a building collapse while

overseas. Jeff is killed and Jenn spends time

recuperating before returning to Australia six months

after the accident.

Upon her return, she discovers that Sam, in his

capacity as executor (while Jenn was unable to act),

has become the shareholder of the SMSF’s corporate

trustee. As shareholder, Sam has appointed himself as

the new director of the corporate trustee and resolved

to distribute the entire death benefit to himself and

his siblings as dependants.

Problems often arise between older children and their

stepparents, but it would be foolish to think that such

disputes can’t happen in all families and their SMSFs.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The week ahead

Australia

Monday 19 March: Speech by Reserve Bank governor Glenn Stevens in Hong Kong

Tuesday 20 March: Reserve Bank Board minutes of the March 6 meeting

Tuesday 20 March: Speech by RBA Assistant Governor Malcolm Edey

Thursday 22 March: Speech by RBA Assistant Governor Guy Debelle on bank funding

Overseas

Tuesday 20 March: US Housing starts (February)

Wednesday 21 March: US Existing home sales (February)

Thursday 22 March: US Leading index (February)

Thursday 22 March: US FHFA home prices (January)

Friday 23 March: US New home sales (February)

Company events

Tuesday 20 March: iiNet (IIN) Annual General Meeting

Friday 23 March: Metal Storm (MST) Annual General Meeting

Friday 23 March: Paperlinx (PPX) Annual General Meeting

Ex dividend

Monday 19 March: Cadence Capital (CDM); 4.5 cents

Monday 19 March: Ideas International (IDE); 5 cents

Monday 19 March: Adcorp (AAU); 1 cent

Tuesday 20 March: Emerging Leaders Investments (ELI); 2 cents

Tuesday 20 March: Dicker Data (DDR); 0.93 cents

Thursday 22 March: Octanex (OXX); 4 cents

Thursday 22 March: Webjet (WEB); 6 cents

Did you know?

The Federal Government has just launched a new calculator that is meant to give you an indication of how your

superannuation will be boosted by the mining tax. You can play around with it at http://moresuper.gov.au/.
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